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FOREVVARD

The word "Skelt" means practically nothing to the world
today.

But away back in the nineteenth century, it truly stood

for something;

for a man named Skelt was one of the more famous

of the manufacturers of those nineteenth-century imaginative
masterpieces known as toy theatres.

Because Skelt played such

an important part in the development of the miniature stage,
Robert Louis Stevenson christened the toy theatre -- and everything connected with it -- "Skeltery."
In one of his essays instinct with warm feeling for a childhood pastime, Stevenson asks:

"~fuat

am I?

what are life, art,

letters, the world, but what my Skelt has made them?"

This is

the general tenor of the essay entitled "A Penny Plain Twopence
Coloured," in which Stevenson describes so enthusiastically his
love for the Juvenile Drama.
Stevenson's frank admission of his love for Skeltery and
his readiness to acknowledge its influence call for some attempt
to evaluate the toy theatre's contribution to his writings.
This, therefore, is the purpose of the following pages.
In this paper, incidentally, "toy theat'e tl , "Juvenile
Drama", and ItSkeltery" will be used as synonymous terms.

CHAPTER I
THE APPROACH
Piqued by a critic who claimed a sindlarity in the works of
Stevenson and Poe, G. K. Chesterton, in his critical analysis of
Stevenson,l rises up in vigorous protest.
the very opposite of Poe.
~lile

He says Stevenson is

Poe is dark, brooding, and melancholy

Stevenson's style is clear and brieht, his atmosphere

shadowless.
Chesterton, himself a worshipper at the shrine of Skelt,
then goes on to point out that the toy theatre was responsible
for this light, airy, romantic spirit of Stevenson.

Of his

method in reaching this conclusion, Chesterton says:
have tried to take the stock and normal of
his works first, and then note t~~t it really
does date in a special sense from his childhood; and that it is not sentimental and not
irrelevant to say so. 2
I

Writing with characteristic perspicacity, Chesterton begins
with a sound psychological approach.

He explains the basis of

a writer's imagery in these terms:
••• there is at the back of every artist's mind
something like a pattern or a type of architecture. The original quality in any man of imagi1
2

G. K. Chesterton, Robert Louis Stevenson, Dodd, [!lead, and Co.,
New York, 1928, 25-26.
Ibid., 35.

1

2

nation is imagery. It is a thing like the landncapes of his dreams; the sort of world he would
wish to make or in which he would wish to wander;
the strange flora and fauna of his own secret
planet; the sort of thing that he likes to think
about. 3
And this, continues Chesterton, holds true of all the

aut~orls

imagery:
This general atmosphere and pattern or structure of growth governs all his creations however varied; and because he can in this sense
create a world, he is in this sense a creator. 4
So the writer in creating his images, creates them instinctively according to a pattern -- "the sort of thing that he
likes to think about. tt
Now to discover what Stevenson liked to think about is comparatively easy.

He himself tells that from his childhood he

loved adventure, anything that smacked of romance, especially
the romance

o~

piracy.

His poor health, you might say, was a

factor that contributed greatly to this.

A frail, Sickly child,

Stevenson was unable to share in the more rugged pleasures of
robust childhood.

Because of this he was forced to while away

the long hours of the day in a world of ma'E:e-believe -- a less
strenuous, but nevertheless for him a most engaging occupation.
Part of Stevenson's world. of fancy and imagination was the

3
4

Chesterton, 27.
27-28.

!t1:£.,

3

toy theatre.

Fro~

the time that he was six years old he busied

himself, often in the company of his cousin Robert Stevenson,
staging the plays which even in later years held so much fascination for him. 5
In his essay "A Penny Plain Twopence Coloured," Stevenson
recalls how he often lingered about the stationer's shop where
the toy theatres were sold, just to gaze with anticipation at
the window display:
In the Leith Walk window, all the year around,
there stood displayed a theatre in working
order, with a "forest set," a "combat," and
a few "robbers carousing" in the slides; and
below and about, dearer tenfold to mel the
plays themselves, those budgets of romance,
lay tumbled one upon another. Long and often
I lingered there with empty pockets. 6
Even when not actually in possession of the plays, the toy theatre attracted him and fired the young lad's imagination.
However there were times when young Stevenson had the necessary penny for a play.

Then, he tells us, his problem lay

in the choice:
The crux of Buridan1s donkey was as nothing
to the uncertainty of the boy as he handled
and lingered and doated on these bundles of
delight; there was a physical pleasure in the

5

6

L

Gr~am

Balfour, The Life of Robert Louis Stevenson, Charles
Scrlbner's Sons, New York, 1923, 42.
R. L. Stevenson, "A Penny Plain Twopence Coloured," Memories
~ Portraits, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1925, 115.

4

sight and touch of them which he would jealously prolong; and when at length the deed
was done, the play selected, and the impatient
shopman had brushed the rest into the gray
portfolio, and the boy was forth again, a
little late for dinner, the lamps springing
into light in the blue winter's even, and The
Miller or The Rover, or some kindred drama
clutched against his side -- on what gay feet
he ranJ. and how he laughed aloud in exultation 1 'f
Then once back home the joy of painting the characters and
props:
I ca~~ot deny that joy attended the illumination; nor can I quite forgive that child,
who, wilfully foregoing pleasure, stoops to
"twopence coloured." 8
Stevenson was no mere dilettante in this matter of the
Juvenile Drama.

For him it was almost a passion.

::Ie owned

numerous plays and in later years rel:lembered the title of each
one.

In the opening lines of his essay on Skeltery he recites

a long litany of plays he once put on:
I have, at different times, possessed Aladdin,
The Blind Boy, The Old Oak Chest, The Wood Doe~, Jack Sheppard, The Miller and His Men, Der
Freischutz, The Smugsler, The Forest of Bondy,
Robin Hood, The Waterman, Richard I.,
Poll .
. and & Partner Joe, The Inchcape Bell imperfect), and Three-Fingered Jack, the Terror of
Jamaica; and I have assisted others in the IIlumination of The Maid of the Inn and The Battle
~ Waterloo. 9--- ---- -- ---- ---

(11

He immediately adds that in these plays, performed on his minia"A Penny Plain Twopence Coloured, If 116.
87 Stevem::on
Ibid., 111.
9 :nITa. 114

5

ture stage, we may find the proof of his childhood happiness:
In this roll-call of stirring names you read
tbe evidences of a happy childhood; and though
not half of them are still to be procured of
any living stationer, in the mind of their
once happy owner all survive, kaleidoscopes
of changing pictures, echoes of the past. 10
So it is evident that as a man Stevenson still loved and
felt deeply the romance of his Skeltery.

There are those words

of his -- "What am I? what are life, art, letters, the worle.,
but what my Skelt has made tbem?" 11
ment rings tnle.

The sincerity of the state

Certainly, if Chesterton is right about the

pattern "at the back of every artist's mind," there Was room for
Skelt in the architecture of Stevenson's imagination.

And tbe

romantic atmosphere of Skeltery, as well as its other traits,
was bound to show itself in the writings of so faithful a devote~.

What has been said should suffice for the bald fact of
Stevenson's preoccupation with the Juvenile Drama.

Chesterton,

of course, takes for granted the importance of the toy theatre
in Stevenson's early life.

So he immediately proceeds with his

analysis.
The thing Chesterton notices in the works of Stevenson is

i~

Ib id., 114.
'SteVenson, "A Penny Plain Twopence Coloured," 120.

6

that his images are very sharply outlined.

They stand out.

He

expresses it thus:
The first fact about the imagery of Stevenson is that all his i~ages stand out in
sharp outline; and are, as it were, all
edges. It is something in him t~lat afterwards attracted him to the abrupt and angular black and Wili te of woodcuts. 12
Then he remarks that these images seem "as if they were cut out
with cutlasses." 13
However, according to Chesterton, this sharpness of outline
is but one of Stevenson's characteristics.

Another extremely

important feature of his images is that they are "conspicuously
clear and br.ight." 14

Chesterton expresses it this way:

Just as all the form can best be descrj_bed as
clean-cut, so all the colour is conspicuously
clear and bright. That is why such figures
are seen so often standinc against the sea.
Sverybody who has been at the seaside has
noted how sharp and highly coloured, like
painted caricatures, appear even the most
ordinary figures as they pass in profile to
and fro against the blue dado of the sea.
There is something also of the hard light
that falls full and pale upon ships and open
shores; and even more it need not be said, of
a certain salt and acrid clearness of the air. 15
After setting dovm these two traits of Stevenson's techniquE,
Chesterton asks the question, "VVbence did that spirit come; and

12 Chesterton, 29.
13 ~., 29.
14 Chesterton, 30.
15 Ibid., 30.

7

how did the story of it begin?,,16

He finds the answer in the

Ju ven i1 e Drama:
If therefore we ask, "Where does the story of
Stevenson really start; where does his special
style or spirit begin and where do they come
from; how did he get, or begin to get, the
thing that made him different from the man
next door?" I have no doubt about the answer.
He got them from the mysterious Mr. Skelt or
the Juvenile Drama, otherwise the toy theatre,
which of all toys has most of the effect of
magic on the mind. 17
ThiS, in brief, is Chesterton's undeveloped thesis.
Now just why the toy theatre should have so strong and so
lasting an effect may be explained by Stevenson's peculiar

chil~

like temperament, partly by the unique nature of the toy theatre
That Stevenson remained childlike
truism.

has almost become a

As Brander Matthews says: "The boy in Stevenson sur-

vived instead of dying when the man was born." 18

His childhood

never ended and he could pass back into that highly imaginative
world without an effort.
Partly responsible for his prolonged childhood was his
magnificent facility for remembering vividly his whole life.

16
17

Ibid., 34.

'!OI'"a.,

350

18 Brander Matthews 1 "A Moral from a Toy Theatre," Scribner f s
1~gazine, LVIII l19l5), 410.

He

8

himself said he was .one of the few people i~ the world who do
not forget thl':'lir own lives. 19

In liLe with this R. A. Rice, a

Stevenson critic, says:
The remarkable thing is not that Stevenson
had these experiences, wnich I believe are
the common experiences of imaginative children, but that Stevenson continued all his
life to be thus sensitive, and especially
that he kept up a 'sensational memory of the
past. 20
Further evidence that Stevenson remembered and remembered clearl
may be seen in his essays and letters.

For instance most of the

chapter on the author's early days in Balfour's Life of Stevenson is quoted

~irectly

from Stevenson's own writings.

However, more pertinent to this study is the striking memory of details in the essay, tfA Penny Plain Twopence Coloured."
Stevenson proves he not only remembered, but that he could recall with love and excitement all the particulars of the JuvenilE
Drama.

The names of plays, w:b.e!'0 and from whom he purchased

them, the characters, the props, the thrill of painting the cardboard cutouts -- all were set down as clearly as if the paraphernal:'a of the old toy theatres was at the noment piled on the
author's desk as he wrote.

19
20

R. L. Stevenson, Letters of Robert Louis Stevenson, Scribner's Sons, New York, 1901, 'III, 107.
R. A. Rice, Stevenson: HOVI to Know Him, Bobbs Merrill Co.,
Indianapolis, 1916, 27.--- -- -------

9

It is no mere fancy, then, that led Chesterton to believe
the toy theatre exerted such a powerf'ul influence on the style
o~ Steve~son.

But Chesterton has only set the stage for a more

thorough investigatioIl.

His proposition needs clarification.

The limitations of his appraisal are the limitations of a personal, informal essay.

He cites none of Stevenson's texts, give~

only a few random illustrations, and tells us practically nothin[
of the in..rler workings of the to J' theatre.
The burden of the follow5_ng chapters will be to substantiate Chesterton's remarks about SteveEson' s style; and to exte::rd
the scope of the influence, which Chesterton claimed for the toy
theatre, by including in it the content as well as the style of
Stevenson's works.

CHAPTER II
SKELTERY

Few people today know much about the Juvenile Drama.

Even

those who have heard of it do not realize that the making of a
play was an elaborate process.

That is why it is highly impor-

tant at this point to explain the whole make-up of the toy theatre and to show what labor, inventiveness, and real artistry
went into the production of these plays.

This chapter, there-

fore, will trace the play from the original sketch of the artist
to the actual staging of the play by its youthful purchaser.
In his book Penny Plain Twopence Coloured,l A. E. Wilson
has said practically all there is to say about the Juvenile
Drama.

He sives a detailed account of its invention and

develo~

ment, shows how the plays were made, gives brief descriptions
of the plots, and illustrations of the characters and sets of
the most popular plays published.
The subject-matter of the toy theatre was usually taken
from the plays currently popular in England at the time.

Of the

Source of these dramas, Wilson has this to say:
The play t.o be reproduced was chosen from one

1

A. E. Wilson, Penny Plain Twopence Coloured, George G. Harrap
and Co., Ltd., London, 1932.

10

11

of the current successes at the leading theatres -- and here the publishers acted with
the keen appreciation of the topical that
marks the skill of the art editor of the modern illustrated press. All the big "hitstt of
the theatrical season, all the favourite pantomimes, were to be obtained soon after their
success had been established. 2
Of course the plays were all condensed versions of originals
etimes the condensation was the work of a hired writer, but
quently the author himself boiled down his own play for the
of the miniature stage. 3
Next step in the process was to send an artist to the thewhere the play was having its run.

His was the job of

ketching the characters, costumes, postures and businesses,
cenes, wings, drops, furniture, and all other properties. 4

This

reproduce faithfully the original play did much to
~uar'~l

tee a true dramatic effect in the final staging of the

From these sketches a

co~plete

and characters was drawn.

set of scenes, "cutouts,tf

These Were transferred to

copper, or zinc plates from which the prints were made.
The

p~ints

were then ready for coloring.

Only four colors

used -- gamboge, Prussian blue, carmine, and black.

Wilson, 39.
Ibid. 39.

!bid.

40.

But

12

sometimes these were combined to make brown, deep purple, and
green. 5

According to Wilson these colors possessed an unusual

permanence:
The durability of the colouring is to be noticed. The hues of the old prints are as
brilliant today as they were when they were
first laid on over a hundred years ago. 6
Yet not all the plays were colored.

Some were sold plain

so the purchaser himself could add the color.
cost only a penny, the colored, twopence.

The plain play

Thus arose the in-

spiration for Stevenson's now famous "penny plain twopence
coloured,tt which has become a sort of sobriquet for the toy
theatre.
vVhat a youngster purchased from the stationer's shop, the
customary distributors of the toy theatres, was a stage, the
playbook (text of the play), and the sheets containing the characters, scenes, and props.
The wooden stage complete with the curtain and footlights
was about two feet wide and two or three feet deep.

An orches-

tra pit filled with musicians was sometimes simulated across the
front below the footlights.

Backstage there were grooves in the

flooring into which the cardboard characters could be fastened.

Ibid.

41.

maon, 41.

13
An extra word about the illumination of the stage is in

order here since the lighting plays an important part in tracing
the Skelt influence:
Besides the brilliant illumination in front
of the green glazed calico curtain, there was
a single wick-ed lamp placed on the side which
brought into greater prominence the beauties
architectural or arboreal of the wings. 7
The scenery and props, of course, varied with the play.
These were printed on sheets later to be cut out and pasted on
cardboard.

Besides the scenes and characters of the play, the

oy theatre enthusiast could buy sheets of ghosts, swords, skeleons, grave-stones; wings of half a house, entrances and exits,
emons, fairies, gnomes, false faces, processions for funerals,
ronations, Roman triurnpris; equestrian combats, theatrical
bbers, horizons, small stretches of sea, boats, good and evil
enii. 8
Speaking of the realism of the scenery, Wilson says:
••• a tree was not ashamed to look like a tree,
not J.ikt;; an isosceles triangle, as is today
very often the tendency. }:or were velvet curtains deemed a sui table background for the romantic drama or for depicting the magnificences
and pageantry of Shakespeare. 9
remely life-like, he continues, were the woodland scenes:

Wilson, 74 83, 23.
V. Pilcher' "Children of Skelt
Wilson, 80:
'

ft

Theatre~, IX (1925), 800

14
The woodland sets with which the Juvenile
Drama abounds show that the scene-painters
of old excelled particularly in the depiction of luxuriant foliage and arboreal compositions. IO
Stevenson, too, though in more impassioned phrases, recalls
some

of the drop-scenes of Skelt:
How the roads wander, how the castle sits upon
the hill, how the sun eradiates from behind the
cloud, and how the congregated clouds themselves
uproll, as stiff as bolsters. ll

Stevenson, though struck by the natural beauty of the scenes,
seems to be well aware of their cardboard quality when he says
"as stiff as bolsters."
A third item that went with the stage and scenery was the
playbook .. a very essential part of the whole process.

This con-

tained the text of the play and specific stage directions giving
all the action of the play.

These directions, helpful enough in

their own way, gave the director come harried moments trying to
follow themo

For instance in

~

Miller

~ ~

Men:

Lothair retreats back L. Grindoff following, then put on Grindoff and Lothair combating L. H. • •• Grindoff is wounded. Take
off figures L.H.; put on Grindoff wounded •••
near to mill at back, then enter Lothair and
Claudine L.H.; the drawbridge is let down;
they come over it or in front L.H.L2

'l!hen When the mill explodes, ttloud explosions 'f are called for.
Ibid. 80.

.

!tevenson "A Penny Plain Twopence Coloured,1t 1190
Wilson , 91'

-15

The scene of the mill in peaceful inaction is rapidly withdrawn,
and another tableau is dropped, this one showing the explosion.
At this moment the so-called ured-fire" is supposed to climax
the spectacle.
So after buying the toy stage, the sheets of characters and
the play-book with directions, the responsibility for good. theatre was left entirely in the hands of the purchaser.

First the

figures and scenes were colored, then cut out and pasted on
board.

After this the stage could be set up.

When the theatre

was ready, the curtain was drawn and the play was on.

One boy

read the play, while the other would strip the scenery and move
the pasteboard figures by means of tin slides on and off the
stage as their exits and entrances demrulded. 13
This should suffice for what Wilson calls Uthe making of
play. tt

However there is still much to be said of the subjed;-

matter and the dramatic effect of the miniature stage, much that
is pertinent to the main point of this paper •.
Action was the keynote of the toy theatre play.
~ ~~,

-The

Miller

-.-;..-..;..;;;..

for instance, was typical Juvenile Drama fare, not

only in the sense that it was popular, but also because it was

an action-packed melodrama.

And those plays that were not real

s.c.

Nott Itpenny Plain Twopence Coloured,"
(1925), 145.

Drama, XV

16
melodramas were romances or fantastic adventure stories.

A

glance at Wilson's list of Juvenile Drama plays makes this
apparent at once.

Some of the plays listed are:

Aladdin, Alone

19the Pirates' Lair, The Battle of Waterloo, The Blood Red
!91ight, Black-Eyed Susan (described as the best nautical melodrama ever written),
~

~

Beard, The Bottle Imp, The Corsair,

Forty Thieves, Harlequin, Robin

~, ~

Rover, Sixteen-

String Jack, Tom Daring £E Far From Home, Therese or The Orphan

£f Geneva,

~ to the Core, Uncle Tom's Cabin. 14 These are just

a few of the many plays that the toy theatre merchant sold.

To

meet the demands of the youthful imagination action-breathing
drama had to be provided.

And it was provided.

Wilson givesshort sketches of some of the plays listed.
However he gives a very thorough analysis of The Miller ,and
, that classic so popular among the toy theatre zealots.

~

Not

only typical of the plays, it seemed also to be part of the very
essence of Skeltery:
That the toy theatre can be said to exist now
or to be known at all is largely because of
its associa.tion with this anCient, romantic
play. Its very title is enough to conjure
up at once a vision of the toy theatre in all
5.ts glory of our youth and to set the heart
longing for lost delights. 15

Wilson, 116-118.
Ibid., 83.

I~------------~
17
I

The Miller and His

~

was a full-blooded melodrama, filled

with desperate encounters, fierce combats, much sword-play, and
wild carousings!

The plot centers around a robber band poslng

as harmless, well-floured millers, so as to carry on their devilish deeds unsuspected.

In true melodramatic form, the play is

complete with "honest Lothair," the hero; ClaUdine, the pure,
much persecuted heroine; Kelmar, her aGed father; and Grindoff,
the black villain, whose real name turns out to be Wolf. 16 After
a series of dire threats and thrilling near- catastrophes, the
play ends in an ear-splitting explosion.
are "blown to bits."

The miller and his men

This, according to Wilson, was the secret

of the play's powerful appeal to the juvenile imagination. 17
An article in the Theatre

~

liIagazine, a few years ago,

describes this awful last scene of The Miller

~

His Men:

And now for the tremendous tenth and last
scene! Enter Ravina with a torch, saying, "My
work is nearly accomplished; from this spot
I can see Lothair's Signal, which will hurl
the Banditti to instant destruction." Then
enter and exit many men, fighting, and then
ttbuzzz •• osizzzle ••• BANG." Shrieks ••• fumes of
smoke rise from the four wings, while a drop
falls quicklY •• oand through the fire and brimstone we discern a hideous sight -- the wicked
mill exploded -- its windwheels in splinters
i~r~~da~~~i8of Banditti whirling through the

Wilson, 89-90.
Ibid. 89.

~her, 797-798.

18

This grand effect was produced with the aid of a "red fire,'
purchased along with the play.

The stage directions also speci

the banging of "tin trays, the letting off of crackers," and
whatever other effects suggested themselves to the ingenuity of
the juvenile producer.

"The whole of the Juvenile Drama," says

Wilson, "affords no spectacle so satisfying or approacl1ing it
for horror. 19
Be~ides

the rogues of The Miller and

~ ~,

the plays of

Skeltdom are filled with pirates, thieves, sailors, princes and
princesses, counts, monsters, pursued maidens, gay blades,
knights, and forsaken orphans -- all the proper stuff of the
romance and melodrama.

S. C. Nott, in his article in Drama,

tells us s:>mething of the leadipg characters of the toy theatre:
The men and women were of a definite character. There were no sex problems or complexes
in those days. The hero was always a very young
man of astounding morality and courage; the
heroine incredibly chaste and pure; the villain,
of course, a dastard of the deepest dye.20
Melodramatic plots and characters, therefore, were of the
true essence of Skeltery.

However there was something else, a

third ingredient which combined with these to give the toy the-

atre its unique romantic atmosphere.
color.

It was the contrasting crimsons and purples, the greens

19
20

This third ingredient was

Wilson, 92.
Nott, 164.

..
19
and the blues, seen across the dull [,low of tf-le footlights tllat
save the never-to-be forgotten effect of Skeltery.
color' that ::.lelped to give that

o"'J.tline of which Chestepton

Tllat is vo'hy, we mie;iJ.t say, the c'laracters "struck met It

s;:eal::s.
an~

S'JEU'P

It was the

loft an impression

nev~r

to be erased.

A typical color coMbination is sean irl TIle =,':il2..·3r aY1.d. =-li G

-

----

in a pl.:<:"ple coat and

cries on bree c;l.es; Claudir:e, the pure-hearted heroine, were a
Green hlouse and

cri~son

skirt.

It may

ellarD-ct,era 3;tJevenson was thinld:lS of
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instance in Guy Fawkes:
This situation most men would be afraid
of (says Guy Fawkes administering comfort
to himself in the dark vault), but I am not
afraj.d to die. How many are there without
whose feelings would paralyze them were they
to hear one man lived who could thus willingly place himself upon the brink of death and
looked into the dark abyss with more than mortal
pleasure 1
(Distant sound of trumpets)
Hal the procession advances -- the King and
Queen, the court will soon be seated, their
minds riveted alone to stately splendour will
not anticipate so short a road to eternity;
and as St. Peter's clock strikes twelve the
gaping crowd will view a desolation and dream
that Heaven sent an individual bold enough
to punish tyranny and give a great and powerful people freedom. 22
And from Alone in the Pirates' Lair:
Mark Ambrose (in deep sonorous tones, to Jack
Ruston, a very young sailor hero whom he had
persecuted and at whom he is now presenting
a brace of pistols): "Back, boy, backl Dread
thy doom 1 For English Jack is a name I hatel"
Jack (snapping his fingers at both pistols):
"And fear too 1 My bold, black-hearted senor Itl23
Still another typical speech is found in The Woodsman's

~.

The Count is suddenly interrupted while telling a very romantic
tale:
If I mistake not this is a mission from Baron
nernhausen, the enemy of our house; excuse me,
my friend, for even th3 theme of love must
yield to the stern diction of honour. 24

~23

Wilson, 98.
24 l.bi£., 98.
!bid., 102.
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Even with this formal, forthright talk, no "penny dreadful"
was complete without several hearty songs sune with flourish and
gusto.

The drinking songs in Tom and Jerry are good examples:
Here we are met, all social
That can enjoy a country
Friends of fox hunting, fun
So toss your bumpers off

boys
spree;
and noise~
with glee. 25

From the same play:
Oh this is the scene of Parisian delight~
V'fuere beaming eyes of pleasure glancing,
Laughing, jigeing~ good wine swigging
Fills up life 1 s gay measure. 26
Skelt 1 s scenery has already been mentioned.
words should be added about the cottage and inn
homely and romantic.

But a few more
so

interiors~

Stevenson gives a very good description:

Here is the cottage interior, the usual first
flat, with the cloak upon the nail, the rosaries
of onions, the gun and powder-horn and corner
cupboard; here is the inn (this drama must be
nautical I foresee Captain Luff and Bold Bob
Bowsprit~ with red curtain, pipes, spittoons~
and eight-day clock. 27
"How well and accurately, II says Wilson, "that describes the
essential qualities of Skelt 1 s plays ••• tt28
By way of summary, then, this grand art of Skeltery was a
gay array of romance and color.

This is evident from its

25 Ibid"98.
26 ~., 100.
27 Stevenson, "A Penny Plain Twopence Coloured," 119.
28 Wilson, 54.

-

subject~
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matter and technique.

A few citations, however, from toy theat

critics should suffice to bolster the evidence already seen.
Speaking in general of Skeltery, S. C. Nott says:
••• for sheer romance and color it would be
hard to beat •••• Those of us who are accustomed to think of the Victorian period as a
dull and drab one will be surprised to learn
that so far as the Juvenile Drama was concerned
it was a riot of color and action. 29
Another critic writing in Life and Letters Today:
If ••• you respond to rich colours, gaudy gesture, and unambiguous action in circumstances
of high improbab ili ty you turn to Mr. King's
Catalogue Wf the toy theatriJ .30
all the toy theatre criticisms, Stevenson's was the most
rough and the one

t~at

catches best the spirit of Skeltery.

Of those "budgets of romance H Stevenson says:
Indeed, t~is name of Skelt appears so
stagey and piratic, tht'.t ! will adopt boldly
to design these qualities. Skeltery, then,
is a quality of nmch art. It is even to be
found, with reverence be it said, among the
works of nature. The stagey is its generic
name; but it is an old" insular, home-bred
staginess; not French, domestically British;
not of today, but something smacking of 0 0
Smith, Fitzball, and the great age of melodrama; a peculiar fragrance haunting it;
uttering its unimportant message in a tone of
voice that has the charm of fresh antiquity.
I will not insist upon the art of Skeltts
purveyors. These Vlonderfu1 characters that
once so thrilled our soul with their bold
attitude, array of deadly engines, and in-

Nott, 145.
H.K. Fisher, ftTimes Twopenny Coloured Telescope," Life and
1etters TOdaz, Y~VII (1940), 186.
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comparable costume today look somewhat pallidly; the extrer1e hard favour of the heroine
strikes me, I had almost said with pain ••••
So much fault we find; but on the other side
the imperial critic rejoices to remark the
presence of a great unity of gusto; of those
direct clap trap appeals, w~ich a man is dead
and burlable when he fails to a::lswer; of the
footlight glamour, the ready-mad.e, bare-faced
transpontine picturesque, a thing not one with
co1d reality, but much dearer to the mind. 3l
But to avoid ambiguity and to facilitate the explanations
ilh~strations

to follow, the romantic nature of the Juvenile

must be reduced to more concrete teI'1?1s.

In this fashion,

we might say that the dominant note of the romance of
action, action calculated to excite and stir the imHowever, part and parcel of this action are 1) so,\iQ........

vd melodramatic horr'or scenes; 2) duels and gunplay; 3) piadventurers, and thieves; 4) strong, direct talk, some-

imes of a stilted nature; 5) songs and ballads; 6)

~~gbed

and homely cottage and inn interiors; and 7) color.

scen-

These

the trappings of Skelteryj some of the elements we will
ustrate in the romances and plays of Stevenson.
Such was the toy

t~leatre

of Stevenson, the toy that so at-

ed him as a child and haunted him as a man.
."4l~.liJ~ically

As Pilcher

says of Stevens on entering the stationer t s shop:

Stevenson, itA Penny Plain Twopence Coloured," 118.
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"Hal" the characters must have cried when he
entered, "Here is a customer indeedl The greatest of all those children and the most loyal."32

Pilcher, 801-802.

....
CHAPTER III
THE STUFF OF

ROI/iANCE

Because Stevenson was a mast0r romanticist, his novels were
and had to be, packed with adventure.

Action, therefore, was

the very warp and woof of the Stevenson story.
particular kind of action.

But it was a

It was a type designed to thrill,

the type that was the peculiar bra!ld of the "penny dreadful. tI
go it is that we find so many horror scenes in Stevenson.
His romances have so many of these scenes involving duels
and gunplay, pirates and adventurers -- all of the Skelt variety
-- that it becomes easy to believe J. M. Brown's remark in the
Saturday Review of Literature that "without Skelt and Company we
might never have had 'Treasure Island,' 'Kidnapped,' or 'The
Master of Ballantrae.'" IThe same writer goes on to point out
that
In their beguiling way these novels are only
Skeltery housebroken, grown-up, turned selfconsciOUS, but raised into art so that the
dross is lost and pure gold glitters. For
Stevenson worshipped the very name of Skelt -"so stagey and pi~atical." 2
These words, incidentally, were written as late as January, 1947.

1

J. M. Brown, "Children of Skelt; Alfred Lunt Collection of
Miniature Theatres,tt Saturday Review of Literature, XXX (1947)
20.

Ibid., 20.
25

....
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In Treasure Island, for instance, there are several hairraising passages.

One that haunts the memory is tIle death of

the blind pirate Pew.

Deserted by his fast-escaping comrades,

the blind man cries out for them to wait for him.

But no one

hears him:
Him they had deserted, whether in sheer 9anic
or out of revenge for his ill words and blows,
I know not; but there he remained behind, tapping up and down the road in a frenzy, and
groping and calling for his comrades. Finally
he took the wrong turn, and ran a few steps
past me, towards the hamlet, crying: -ItJohnny, Black Dog,tt and other names,
"you wonrt leave old Pew, mates -- not old Pewl"
Just then the noise of horses topped the
rise, and four or five riders came in 'sight in
the moonlight, and swept at full gallop down
the slope.
At this Pew saw his error, turned with a
scream, and ran straight for the ditch, into
which he rolled. But he was on his feet again
in a second, and made another dash, now utterly
beWildered, right under the nearest of the coming horses.
The rider tried to save him, but in vain.
Down went Pew with a cry tbat rang high into
the night; and the four hoofs trampled and
spumed him and passed by. He fell on his Side,
then gently collapsed upon his face, and moved
no more. 3
There was something about the plight of the blind Pew that
stirred the irr..agination of Stevenson.
he injected blind men, and

jn

In three of l1is ro:rw.nces

each instance the tap tap of their

Stevenson, Treasure Island, Charles Scribner's Sons,
York, 1911, 38-39.
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sticks gives the same terrifying effect.

W. A. Raleigh calls it

a true romantic device:

". The

tap~;ing

of the stick of the blind pirate

Pew as he draws near the inn-parlour, and the

similar effects of inexplicable

tel~ror

wrought

by the introduction of the blind catechist in

and the disguise of a blind leper
in The Black Arrow, are beyond the reach of
any bu.t the literary form of romantic art. 4

Kidnapped~

Of the horrific nature of

Pew~

L. C. Cornford says: liThe appari-

tion of David Ppw in Treasure Island, the tap-tapping of the
blind pirate's stick is like a horror of sleep.1t 5
Another incldent in Treasure Island, of interest chiefly
for its stark melodraMatic ef1'ect, occurs "{,hen Jhl It'J.wkins is
almost discovered eavesdropping on the pirates.

Hawkins is

sitting in the apple barrel When he l1ears Silver say: ttDick, you
just jUr:1P '.11', like
pipe like."

2.. ~TNeet

lad, and get me an apple, to wet my

J-im then continues the narrative:

You may fancy the ter:t.~or I was in 1 I should
have leaped .out and run for it, if I had found
the strength; but my limbs and heart alike misgave me. I heard Dick begin to rise, and then
some one seemingly stopped him and the voice of
~ands exclaimed: -·Oh, stow that; don't get sucking of
that bilge" John. Let 1 s have a go of the rum. tt6

4 Walter Raleigh, Robert Louis Stevenson, Edward Arnold and Co.
S London, 1927" 55.
L. C. Cornford, Robert Loui:::; Stevenson, Dodd, I.1ead and Co."

New York, 1900, 143.
Stevenson, Treasure Island, 86.
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The sudden danger arising in the situation and its just as
sudden passing mru{es you want to read the passage again to make
sure Hawkins really escaped being caught.
One more terrifying instance in Treasure Island comes to
mirlcl.

It occurs vv"hen Israel

the brig.

~{ands

and Jiln 2lawkins are alone on

Each attempts to outwit the other, realizing his life

depends upon it.

Finally Hands starts after Jim, who makes for

the shrouds of the ship.
a half-foot.

Hands throws a dirk l but misses him

Once in t::-1C shrouds, Hawkins cli:rY1bs up I only to be

followed clos ely by Hands.

Then Ji!n suddenly turns and con-

fronts hi:t!l with a brace of pistols.
attempt to pacify liawkinn.

Then Jim

lie.nels stops, begins an
relates:

I was drinking in Ills words and s:1111in3 away I
as concei tuG as a cock upon a wall I 'Nhen, all
in n breath l back went his right l:.and over
hls shoul<.ler. Something sang like an arrow
thro1.1.gh the air; I felt a blow and then a
sharp pang, and tlJ.ere I was pinned by the
shouluer to the n~st. In the horrid pain and
surprise of the moment -- I s c~.rce can say it
was by my own volition, and I am sure it was
vlitho'J.t a cons cious aim -- both my pistols
went offl and both escaped out of my hand.
They did not raIl alone l with a choked crYI
the COJis-,'!Tai::l loosed his grasp upon the shrouds,
and plm1ged head first into the water.?

-The

I.laster of Ballantrae and Ebb-T5.de also have tYleir share

-..;.-,~

or horrify:i..ng moments.

In the last pages of

Stevenson, Treasure Island, 198.

!2£ Master

t~e liv
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burial of the T'iaster is definitely in the Upenny clI'eadful"
spiri t.

It ha::;pens t:'1at the Master with the help of Secundra

Das s has feigned death and is subsequently buried.
Durrisdeer, the :,laster's brot 11er and
of his

deat~,

SW'OI'l1

he refuses to believe it.

Vl:"1en Henry

enemy, receives word

As he puts it, ttl have

struck my sword throughout his vitals and felt the hot blood
spirt

1.n my very face, time and time again, yet he was never

dead for that.

filly should I think he is dead nm'l?

No,· I won't

believe it till I see him rotting." 8
':Jhereupon Henry and a small party set out to see the Master's 6rave in the wilderness.

After traveling about sixteen

hours the party comes upon Secundra Dass.
is digging in the grave of the Master.

To their surprise he

The Indian aci.'TIi ts ex-

ci tedly that he has buried the I\Taster alive.

dead.

It is an old oriental trick.

He only looked

Dass continues to dig:

The frost was not yet very deep, and presently the Indian threw aside his tool and
began to scoop the dirt by handfuls. Then
he disengaged a corner of a buffalo robe;
and then I saw hair catch among h:'3 fingers;
yet a momerlt :rlore, and the moon shone on
something white. Awhile Secundra cI'ouched
upon his knees, scraping with delicate fingers, breathing with puffed lips, and when
he moved aside I beheld the face of the
I.Iaster wholely disengaged. It was deadly
wirlte, the eyes closed, the ears and nos-

R. L. Stevenson, The Master of Ballantrae, Charles Scribner's
Sons, New Yorl::, 1911, 278.
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trils plugged, the cheeks fallen, the nose
sharp as if in death ••••The sight held us
with a horror not before experienced, I
dare(~. not look my lord in the face, but for
as long as it lasted, I never observed him
to draw a breath; and a little in the background one of the men (I know not whom)
-burst into a kind of sobbing. 9
Secundra, lNorking over the body of the Master, suddenly utters a
cry of satisfaction:
••• and leaning swiftly forth, I thought
I could myself perceive a change upon the
icy countenance of the unburied. The next
moment I beheld his eyelids flutter; the
next they rose enttrely, and the week-old
corpse looked me for a moment in the faceo 10
The ghastly horror of the situation is

cliw~xed

at this moment

by the death of Henry:
For at the first disclosure of the dead
man's eyes, my Lord Durrisdeer fell to the
ground, f~ when I raised ~im uP, he was a
corpse.
In Ebb-Tide there is a scene of a bloodier nature.

HUish,

one of three thugs, intent on stealing the treasure of a lonely
earl-fisher, devises a fiendish plan.

Dnder a flag of truce he

pproaches Attwater, the pearl-fisher.

In his hands he carries

jar of vitriol which he intends to hurl lnto the face of the
ting Attwater.

But Attwater, covering him with a Winchester,

Stevenson, The Master of Ballantrae, 288-289.
l.bid., 289
.!!:lid., 290.
0 -
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cautiously tells him to keep at a distance.

After an exchange

0

words, heightening the suspense, Huish hurls the vitriol:
••• the indomitable Huish decided to throw,
and Attwater pulled the trigger. There was
scarce the difference of a second between
resolves, but it was in favor of the man
with the rifle; and thA jar had not yet left
the clerk's hand before the ba.ll shattered
both. For the twinkling of an eye, the
wretch was in hell's agonies, bathed in
liquid fla.mes, a screa..>ning bedlamite; and then
a.second a~~ more merciful bullet stretched
hlID dead.
In the last act of Stevenson's play Admiral Guinea, another
blind Pew is involved in what Stevenson critic Walter Raleigh
calls "the masterpiece of all the scenes of terror." 13 The
blind man's tapping is heard as he enters the room.

Pew, search

ing for a chest, does not realize he is being watched.

He hears

a movement, but thinking the room is dark he still believes he

is safe.

As he cautiously moves about the room, he puts his

groping hand into the burning flame of a candle.

The ruffian

screams in panic fear when he realizes he has been watched and

is now trapped. 14
An episode like this is but one of many in Stevenson, which

R. L. Stevenson, Ebb-Tide, Charles Scribner's Sons,
1911, 393.
Raleigh, 55.
R. L. Stevenson, Admiral Guinea, Charles Scribner's Sons, N
York, 1911, 393.
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according to Raleigh, "makes entrance to the corridors of the
mind by blind and secret ways, and there awaken the echoes of
primaeval fear." 15
Before getting to the next point it might be well to mention here, merely by way of an obiter dictum, the subject-matter
of The Black Arrow.

This romance, according to R. A. Rice, ring

true to the Skelt melodramatic manner:
Compared to Treasure Island, it (The Black
Arrow) is much like dreaming to order. In
the first place, there is inserted, readymade, almost every possible element of boyand-girl ~elodrama, and of course a great
deal of it is as good as such things can be.
The very idea of the mysterious arrows which
arrive one by one fascinates the imagination.
The third of them, I think it is, crashes
through the high, stained-glass window, when
Dick and Sir Daniel are talking in the chapel,
and sticks quivering into the long table.
That is a pretty good place and the human eye
in the tapestry of the Savage IIunter is a
devilish good bit of old machinery. But the
trouble is that here the Whole principle of
fitness is overdone, is carried out almost as
completely as in the stories of Hayward and
Skelt •••• The castle has a secret passage,
a trap door, a haunted room, a dark moat to
swim -- everything that the word Castle stands
for in the medieval mind of a small boy. At
the end, the villainous bridegroom is shot at
the altar, and the hero inherits. I have not
counted the number of people who are killed in
The Black Arrow, but I think there must be one
fOr every page. 16

15
~

Raleigh, 54.
Rice, 179-180.
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But the important point to keep in

mi~d

concernlng these

terrifying action scenes in Stevenson is not that these incident
Yr'..a.y be duplicated in Skelt, but that they are definitely, what':3ver their sub ject-matter, in the spirit of Skelt.

And they

follow the Skelt design not so much "because they are terrifying,
but because they were mO)ant to terrify, to arouse the imagination.

They are situations which really have no business with t

plot, but are wonderful flIghts of imagination, whic21., as Ra1ei
says, ucou1d in every case be cut off from the rest of the story
and framed as a separate Vlork of art. It 17 rrhese vlOrds are echoed
:b.en Cornford :makes the statement:
Open a novel of Stevenson's at random, or
recall its perusal, and beautiful or striking passages will isolate themselves naturp.lly from the context. And many of such
pasaage1sare like the sClblimation of a
dream.
So if the Juvenile Drama was a mass of romance and me10dr
with its stage a whirlpool of blooo.y adventure and terrifying
incident, stevenson too was ever thus.

That is the reason vlhy

has beon ha.iled a master romanticist.
Bi.4t aside from what we l:"lave called tthorror scenes," there
also a nurrber of duels and gun battles in Stevenson, which
plainly of tho .3ke1t vintage.

Raleigh, 58.
Cornford, 142.

For example the siege of the
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roundhouse in Kidnapped is a bloody aff8.1r complets with pistols
and cut ht3 ses •
We remember how Alan Breck and Davio Balfour barricaded
themselves tn the roundhousl9 of the "Covenant" to wlthstanc1.. the
Rt

tack of the ship IS company.

They gather vveapons and ready

themselves for the fight:
Alan drew a c:irk, which he held in his left
hand in case they should run in under his
s\"vord. I, on my part, clambered up into
the berth with an armful of pistols •••• It
came all of a sudden when it did, with a
rnsh of feet ano a roar, and then a shout
from Alan, and a sound of blows and some one
cryi:'"l.g out as if hurt. I looked back over
my shoulder, and saw :Mr. Shuan in the doorway, crossing blades with Alan.
"That's him that killed the boy 1" I
cried.
nLook to your window lit said Alan; and
as I turned back to my place, I saw ~~m pass
his sword through the mate's body •••• The
whole place was full of smoke of my own firing, just as my ears seemed to be burst with
the noise of the shots. But there was Alan,
standing as before; .only now his sword was
running blood to the hilt •••• Right before
him on the floor was :ilr. Shuan, on his hands
and knees; the blood was pouring from his
mouth, and he was sinking slowly lower, with
a terrible white face. 19
That was the first part of the battll9.

Later Balfour sees some

real acticn, beginning when one of the men drops on him from the

R. L. Stevensor!, Kidnapped, Charles Scribner's Sons, :;:.rew
York, 1911, 77-78.
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skylight:
He had dropped his cutlass as he jumped, and
when he felt the pistol, whipped straight round
and laid hold of me, roaring out an oath; and
at that either my courage came again, or I grew
so much afraid as came to the same thing; for
I gave a shriek and shot him in the midst of
the body. He gave Bhe most horrible groan and
fell to the floor. 2
After more bloodshed and dying groans, the besiegers finally
made their retreat.
A similar battle is fought in Treasure Island, when the pirates storm the stockadej2l and in The Master of Ballantrae the
is a gruesoMe affair in which the Master's ship is boarded by pi
rates .22
But for sheer romance the duel scenes in stevenson cannot
be surpassed.

The duel between the two brothers in The l'i'Iaster

of Ballantrae is a pictl+re which ltngers in the memory.
Henry Durrisdeer, goaded on by his brother, the Master,
~Ylaster

rises, crying, "I

must have blood, I must have blood for this. tt

They take swords

loses his temper and strikes him.

The

from the wall and proceed to the garden just outside the house.
It is a cold, black night.

leads th
- e way.

W;.ackellar bearing a pair of candles,

Mackellar, the narrator of the story, thus des-

~., 80.

Stevenson, Treasure Island, 156-160.
Stevenson, The Master of Ballantrae, 40-45.
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cribes what took pIc-ce thf'.t night:

I took up the cnndlesticks and went before
ther'l, steps that I would give my ~and to recall;
but a coward if: a slave at best; and even a3 I
went, my teeth smote each other in my mouth. It
waa ~s he had said, there was no breath stirring:
£" v!i~~{'l.less stl'icture of frost lead bound the air;
and e,s we 'vent forth in the Sr:.i:r-;'E; of tIle candles,
+;~'e l; I{Jcl:::r;.e::; oJ 'Via:::: like a roof over our heads.
iT ever a wore. was sahl, there was never a sound
hc:.t the creak~:.cg of our stops 8.10nG the frozen
path •••• He Uhe Masteil- looked at hj.s br'otl1el'
with a smile; then Made a fencing-room salute.
lTever a word said Mr. l:~enry, but salL.ted
too" and sV'vords rang together •• n It se8mB that
~.:r. ilenry took and kept the upper hand from the
engageY:1el'lt, crowding in upon his foe v1i th a contained and glowing fury.. l';earer and nearer he
crept upon t1::e man till, of a su.ddon, the Nester
lea~ed back with a little sobbing oath •.•• To it
they v'lent again, on fresh gI'o1.mdj but now methought closer, Nlr. llsmry rressing more outrago0:::'81;{, the I!faster beyond d.ol~bt with shaken confidence. For it is beyono doubt he now recognized himself for lost; or l-',e bad never attempted
the foul stl'oke. I cannot say I follov,'ed it, my
untrained eye was nevel~ qui ck e11Oug11 to seize
details, but it appears :10 caught his brother f s
blade with his left hand, a pl'actice not permitted. Certainly !.;Ir. Ee::1:ry o~11y caved himself
by leapiDg to Olle side; as certai~ly the Kaster
lunGing in the a5..r stumbled on h.i.[; knee, and
before he cou1c. move, t;he sword wa::; t~-:;rough his
body.
I cried out with a stifled scream, and ran
L1; bt!.t the body was al!'ea.dy fallen to the ground,
vlhere it wri.thed a moment like a trodC!.en worrl,
an,l then lay motionless. 83
The G.uel :tn St. Ives has not the feverish

inten~ity

Stevenson, The J/laster of Ballalltrae, 120-122.
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y the hatred of the two brothers Durrisdeer, but it is curious
romantic in that it was fought with scissors.

It occurs when

1:1ard feelings arise between Goguelot and st. Ives, both in pris
Goguelot insults Miss Flora, with whon st. Ives has fallen in
love.

St. Ives then challenges Goguelot to a duel.

The incident

is related by St. Ives himself:
So far as regards place and time, we had no
choice; we must settle the dispute at night,
in the dark, after a round had passed by,
and in the open middle of the sr.ed under which
we slept •••• At length a pair of scissors was
unscrewed; e..nd a couple of t01.::gh wa.nds baing
found in a corner of the courtyard, one blade
of the scissorE was lashed soli:ily to each with
res5_ned twine ••• and with that, all being then
ready, we composed ourselves and awaited the
moment.
The eveninE fell cloudy; not a star was
to be seen •••• I.aclas, the sergeant major, set
us in our stations, engaged our wands, and
left us ••• the chill of the nie;ht enveloped our
bodies like a wet sheet •••• In the inky blackness it was impossible to see his eyes ••• o I
made up my mind as soon as the signal sho'...l.ld
be given, to throw myself down and lunge at the
same moment ••••
tt

Alley lit said the sergeant jamor.

Both lunged in the same moment with equal
fury, and but fo:::' my manoe'L:.vro both had certainly been spitted. As it was, he did no more
than strike my shoulder, while my scissor
plunged below the girdle into a mortal part; .
and. that great bulk of a man, falling,from his
whole height, knocked me immediately senseless. 24

R. L. Stevens on, St. Ives, c:rw.l~les Scribner's Sons, New York,
1911, 21-22.
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So much for duels and gunplay.
Another one of Skeltery1s pre-occupations centered around
pirates and thieves.
rogues.

Stevenson in turn loves these villainous

They find their nefarious

1o.is romances.

w~y

into the pages

o~

most of

Even in his tales that do not deal strict ly viith

the sea, as in Tl1.e lJ:aster of Ballantrae, Stevenson manages somehow to work them in.
The following sceYJ.8 on the pirate ship in the early part of
The Master shows us a pirate that most certainly could have
stepped from the stage of the toy theatre:
Early next da;[, we smelled him ~each,
the pirate captainJ burning sulphur in his
cabin and crying out uHell, hell 1" which was
well understood among the crew, and filled
tbeir minds vii th apprehension. Presently he
comes on deck, a perfect figure of fun, his
face blacked, his hair and whiskers curled,
his belt stuck full of pistols; chewing bits
of glass so that the blood ran doil'm his chin,
and brandishing a dirk •••• The first that
came near hir1 was the fellow wbo had sent
the rum overboard the clay before; him he
stabbed to the heart, damning bim for a
mnt~neer; and th:n capered ~bout tlle body,
25
ravlng and swearlng and darlnG us to come on.
More cutthroats appear in The rJaster during the expedition
into the wilderness of America:
The crew that went up the river under the

25

Stevenson, The Master of Ballantrae, 44-45.
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joint command of Captain Harris and the ~Jaster
numbered in all nine persone, of whom (if I
except 8ecundra Dass) there was not one that
had not ICIeri ted the gallows. From ~~l'ris
downward the voyagers Vlere notor:i.ous in that
colony for desperate, bloody-minded miscreants;
some were reputed pirates, the most hawkers
of rum; all ranters and drinkers; all fit
associates, embarking together without remorse,
upon this tre~cherous 'and murderous design. 26
All,

we

might add., fit Stl.b j ects for the miniature stage.

AMong the pirates in Treasure Island, Billy Bones is perhaps
the most typical of the Stevenson brand:
I remember him 8.S if it were yesterday,
as he came plodd5.ng to the ir..n door, bis
sea-chest following behind him in a handbarrow; a tall, strong, heavy, nut-brown
man; his tarry pigtail falling over the
shoulders of 1:is soiled blue coat; his
ragged and scarred, with blaclc, broken nails;
and the sabre-cut across one cheek, a dirty
livid white. I remember him looking around
the cove and whistling to himself as he did
so, and then brealdng out i~ that old seasong that he sang so often afterwards: -ttFifteen.men on the deael. man's Ch~~t -Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum! ~
JO~ln.

Silver, the one-legged sea-cook, is still 8noth0r

ph'a te of true romantic timber.
the 1,..,-', t
~J...l._

,

Ho is ';)Obt des cribed armed to

with his parrot, Captain Flint, sitting on his
Silver had two cuns slung about him -- one
before and one behird -- besides the great
cutlass at his waist, and a pistol in each

~~

Ib id ., 257.
Stevenson, Treasure Island, 3.

shoulder~
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pocket of his sq~are-tailed coat. To complete
his strange appearance, Captain Flint sat
perched upon his shoulder and gabbling odds
and ends of purposeless sea-talk. 28
The pirate called "Black Dog" should also be mentioned -especially since he could well have been suggested by one of
~;tevenson r s

favorite toy theatre plays, tlThree-Fingered Jack. tt29

lack Dog is described as follows:
He was a pale, tallo\~J creature, wanting two
fingers of the left hand; and thouGh he wore
a cutlass, he did not look much like a fighter. 30
Black Dog turns out to be an extremely treacherous fel
There are other good examples of black-hearted
~;.;;;;;;;.;.......__;..-..,

David Balfour, Ebb-Tide, The Black

Arl'OW,

~2ffians

and

in

~

Even Stevenson r s shol'ter romances, like A Lodging for
Night, abound in ttpenny dreadful" characters.
Already mentioned as a characteristic of the Skelt play was
melodramatic speech put into the mouths of the characters.
talk was formal, even stilted, but with all this it contained
certain hearty bravado very

becomip~

to the melodraMatic situa-

toy stage.
Similar talk is found in Stevenson.

Typical is the speech

Ibid., 238.
~evenson, ttA Penny Plain Twopence Coloured," 114.
Stevenson, Treasure Island, 12.
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of David Balfour in Kidnapped, when he and his Uncle Ebenezer
getting acquainted:
ttI confess sir;" said I, "when I was told
that I had kinsfolk well-to-do, I did indeed
indulge the hope that they might help me in
my life. But I am no beggar; I look for no
favours at your hands, and I want none that
are not freely given. For as poor as I appear,
I have friends of my own that will be blithe
to help me." 31
Alan Breck in the same story expresses himself eloquently
to the captain of the brig, just before the siege of the roundhouse:
UDo ye see me?" said Alan. "r am come of
kings; I bear a king's namA. My badge is the
oak. Do ye see my sword? It has slashed the
heads off mair ~~igamores than you have toes
upon your feet. Call up your vermin to you,
sir, and fallon 1 The sooner the clash begins,
the sooner yelll taste this steel throughout
your vitals." 32
Her~ick's

daring directness in addressing Huish in Ebb-Tide

is also worth noting:
"I stand by the Captain," said Herrick"
"that makes us two to one, both sood men; and
the crew will all follow me. I hope I shall
die very soon; but I have not the least objection to killing you before I bO. I should
prefer it so" with no more remorse than winking. Take care, take care, you little cad 1" 33

Herrick later speaks out again, but this time with a true kind

Stevenson, Kidnapped, 16.
Stevenson, Kidnapped, 76.
Stevenson, Ebb-Tide, 305.
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melodramatic pathos:
nOh 1 what does it matter?f1 cried Herrick.
!tJIere I am. I am broken crockery; the whole
of my life is gone to water; I have nothing
left that I believe in, except my living horror
of myself. Why do I come to you? I don't
know. You are cold, cruel, hateful; and I
hate you, or I think I hate you. But you are
an honest man, an honest gentleman. I put
myself helpless in your hands. \Vhat must I
do? If I can't do anything, be merCiful, and
put a bullet throu§h me; it's only a puppy
wi th a broken leg 1 34
Yet for clear drama climaxing a thrillir-g Situation, the
words of the Master of Ballantrae would be hard to surpass.

The

J,:aster has just been struck by his brother:
The :Master sprang to his feet like one
transfigured· I have never seen the man so
beautiful. It A Blow 1tt he cried. ttl would
not take a blow from God Almighty." 35
~

Black Arrow, too, has its fine speeches.

Dick Shelton

tells his guardian, Sir Daniel, that he has been grateful and
faithful to him.

To Which Sir Daniel answers:

ttlt is well," sa.id Sir Daniel; and then,
rising into angel': "Gratitude and faith are
words, Dick Shelton," ~e continued; Itbut I
look to deeds. In this hour of my peril,
when my name is attainted, when my lands are
forfeit, when my wood is full of men that
hunger and thirst for my destruction, what
doth gratitude: 'what doth faithf I have but
a little company remaining; is it,grateful

Ibid., 370.
Stevenson, The Master of Ballantrue, 119.
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or faithful to POison me their hearts with
your insidious whisperings? Save me from
such gratitude 1 But cone, now, what is it
ye wish? S.peak; we are here to answer. If
ye have ought against me, stand forth and
say it. tt 36
In phrases less gracefully tt.::.rned than those of S,ir Daniel
John Silver makes a threatening little speech after his peace
terms have been rebuffed at the block house on Treasure Island:
ItBefore an hour's out, I'll stove in your
old bloclr-house like a rum puncheon. Laugh,
by thunder laugh 1 Before an hour f s out,
ye'll laugh on the other side. Them that '
die 'II be the lucky ones. tt 37
A threat like this thrills the ilearts of Stevenson's readers,

jt:st as similar words thrilled the habitues of Ske1tdom.
if Stevenson loved Skeltery - ... as ",Ve l{now he did

And

it is rea-

sonable to thirut that he also loved the language of Skelt, so
often bombastic and profuse.

It was natural, then, that in lat

years he use such language to quid:en the pulse of hio own romances.
But a gooe deal of Stevenson's romantic atmosphere can also
be

traced to the numerous songs a.nd 02.1lads in his novels.

Just as 81<elt's children found ti.ne to sing even while in the
throes of adverBity, so Alan Breck and the Haster himself are

36

R. L. Stevenson, The Black Ar"J.'ow, C~'lE:.rlos Scribner IS S:ons,
New York, 1911, 103-104.
StevenBon, Treasure Island, 152.
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discovered giving veilt to hearty ballads.

For instance after

repelling the first attack on the roundhous e, Alan sits dmID
and with his bloody sword in hand sir..gs lustily, composing the
song as he goes:

Since the sane; 'was in Gaelic, David Balfour

renders the translation:
This is the song of the sword of Alan
The smith made it,
The fire set it;
Now it shines in the hand of Alan Bred:-.
Their eyes were many and bright,
S.wift were they to behold,
M:any the hands they guided:
The sword was alone.
The dun deer troop over the hill,
They many, the hill :ts one;
The dun vanish,
The hill remains.

.

Come to me from the hills of heather,
Come from the isles of the sea.
o far-beholding eagles
Here is your meat. 38
'llhe ballad does not make too much sense, bU.t the picture of
Breck singing after battle remains truly romantic •
.aowever the Master's songs stri!!.:6 a far di fferent note.

At

one time be sings as he tries to woo Alison, his brother's wife.
He sings of a poor girl's aspirations for an exiled lover.

Stevenson g5.ves us only one verse of the ballad:

o

I will die my petticoat red,
Wit:'l my dear boy I'll beG my bread,

Stevenson, Kidnapped, 82.
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.

ThcuSh all my friends should 'vish me dead,
For :Vi1lie among the rushes, 01 39

Later in the tale, the Master sinGs again.
an eerie, pathetic note, very disconcerting
lines are

'l'11is tIne he strikes
to

'rhe

:,~acl(ellar.

from l'wa Corhi0s:
It And over his bones whey they are bare
T~le i"!ind saIl blow fm' ~ver'\,l;ir 1 40

Ot:ler songs in Stevenson are the "Fifteen men on a dead
man's chest, It which is repeated a couple of times i:'1 Treasure
Island,41 and the ballads in Ebb-T:tde and 'rhe Wrong Box.

In

~b-Tide the captain sings "John Brown's Body" and "Swing Low,

Sweet Chariot tt ; 42 also 8. q-u8.;i.nt all' which goes as follovlS:

tto honey, with pockets full of money,
We will trip, trip, trip,
We will trip it on the quay;
A:.1d I '.'1ill dance with Kate,
k1d Torn will d~nce with SaIl,
VVhen we' ro all back from Sovth Amorikee. 1t 43
T!10 Vlror~2i. Box has Gideon seronadL~G Julia Vii th ttThere' s the
J..J2Tld

of Cherry Isle. tf 44
So th.ese songs, as well as the terror scenes, the bloody

cutlass play, and the melodramatic speeches are trt:e matter for

39
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42
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Stevenson, The Master of Ballantrae, 104.
Ibid., 251.
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Stevenson, Ebb-'llide, 241.
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romance.

Hu.t there arc other, even more striking references in

Stevennon, whlch give evidence of rO·.rlfl.ntic qualities, and vlhich
recall to mind the old plays of Skelt.
random details, but they appear

a~~

These are small items,

compelling evidence

W~len

seen

against the background of stevenson's words: tt1;Vh.fl.t am I? v{hat
are life, art, letters, the world, but what my Skelt l1D.s raude

Stevenson, in his er-say

UA

Penny Plain Twopence Coloured, M,

quoted so often already, devotes a few lines to the typical
SI.;:elt ccttage interi or. 45 Oddly enough the sett 1:"18 for the first
scene of Stevenson's play Admlral Guinea reproduces vdth a littlE
elaboration the same cottage he describes in his essay:
The stage repl'esents a room in Admiral
Guinea's house: fireplace, arm-chalr ll and
table with Bible .... Corner cupboard •••
cutlasses ll telescopes, sextant, ••• a ship
clock. 46
Then too there is the inn interior.

Stevenson. in his essay thus

describes it: "Here is the inn ••• vJ1th the red curtainll pipes,
spittoons, and eight-day clock." 47 Now observe the duplication
in Act I I of Admiral Guinea, which begins with a scene in the
"Admiral Benbow tt inn:
Fireplace, R.

45
~
47

II

with high-packed settles on each

Stev enso:r.. 11 ftA Penny Plain Twopence Coloured,lt 119.
Stevenson, Admiral Guinea ll 335.
Stevenson, "A Pen..YlY Plain Twopence ColollI'ed, It 119.
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side •••• Tables L., with blasses, pipes etc •
••• window with red half-curtains; spittons;
candles on both. front tables .48
Red curtalns, by the way, again make their appearance in a

cottage of Ebb-Tide 49 and in the

tts

py Glas s" inn of Treasure

Island. 50
The dupllcation of these toy t:'1eatre scenes mal{es more
apparent Brander T1atthews r COnl.'!lent about the depth of the 3kelt
influence on Stevenson.
wrapped in

He speaks of Stevenson the boy being

the "sinuous coils of Skeltery. tt n'l'1'1e impression,»

he continues, "was then so deep that it could not be effaced in
rna t"..lri ty. It 51
Sir Arthur Pinero also noticed the Skelt influence in
Stevenson's work and blamed it for his failure as a playwright.
Commenting on Admiral Guinea, he says:
Here, you see, he draws in every detail upon
his memories of the toy-theatre. And in
writing the play his effort was constantly,
and one may say confessedly, to reproduce
the atmosphere of conventional melodrama. 52
Though the limitations of Stevenson's stagecraft do not fal

48
49
50

51
52

Stevenson, Admiral Guinea, 352.
Stevenson, :&'lJb-Tide, 383.
Stevenson, Treasure Island, 59.
Matthews, 410.
A.W. Pinero, ttRobert Louis Stevenson: the Dramatist," In
Stevensoniana, edited by J.A. Hammerton, John Grant, Edinburgh, 1910, 206.
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within the scope of this paper, another remark of Pinero's coneerning the

weight of Skelt influence is very nmch in order:

The unfortunate thine is that even to his
dying day he continued to regard the actual
theatre as only an enlarged form of the toytheatres which had fascinated his childhood
-- he continued to use in his dramatic colouring
the crimson lake and Prussian blue of transpontine ~omance -- he considered his function
as a dramatist very little more serious than
that child's play with paint-box and pasteboard on which his memory dwelt so fondly.
He played at being a playwright; and he was
fundamentally in error in regarding the drama
as a matter of child's play. 53
Swinnerton also comments on the similarity of Admiral
GD.inea B.nd the ,toy theatre:
••• the play is likest of all to those nondescripts which Stevenson as a little boy
must have performed upon his toy stage, with
paper figures pushed hither and thither in
tin slides upon the boards •••• M:ore it would
be impos sible to claim for AO.miral Guinea
with01.1.t seeing it performed: again we have
types roughly mannered to serve as persons
of the play; but they are types clearly in
accordance with tradition, and they preserve
their interest fully until they are done with
and put away with the footlight-wicks, and
the tin slides, and the other paraphernalia
of the toy stage -- paper fiGures, a penny
plain and twopence colouredo 54
However, even though \ve were to grant that Slceltery was a bad
influence when Stevenson turned to play writing, nevertheless the

53
54
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influence is there.
present.

And that is all we are concerned about at

Lastly, and least important, there are some references to
toy theatre matter that appear rather casually on S'tevenson
pages.

For instance in The Wrong Box:
Doubtless he had long ago disposed of the
body -- dropping it through a trapdoor in
his back kitchen, Morris supposed, with
some hazy recollection of a picture in a
penny dreadfUl. 55

In the same story:
He had a wild dream of having seen the
carriage double up and fall to pieces
like a pantomime trick. 56
Similarly in Ebb-Tide there nre a few echoes of Skelt: "Well,"
said Attwater, "you seem to me to be a very two penny pirate. tt5 r
Then Herrick, on another page of this tale, refers to Frieschutz,58 a favorite of the toy stage enthusiasts and a play that
Stevenson himself Jists as one he owned.
There are just a few other facts in Stevenson that point tc
the Skelt influence.

His fantastIc story entitled ~ Bottle

rmE reminds us that the play of the same name was another favorite of the Juvenile Drama.

Again, Stevenson relates the joy of .

55 Stevenson, The Wrong ~, 179.
56 Ibid., 22. 57 Stevenson, Ebb-Tide, 361
58 Ibid., 231.
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staging Arabian Entertai~ments on the miniature 8tage j 59 then we
recall that he vlfrote :113 own vCI'sion of those tales, The l'Jew
Are.bian Nights.

Finally, Stevens on mentions nMacaire tt as an en-

ticing Skelt character;60 of his four plays, one bears t"he title
l'Iacaire.

These and the !nany other illustrations given should indicate hovif :tl!uch ,,::;'tevenson took away from the subject-matter of the
.Juvenile Drama of his youth.

It seems that, after all, the roots

of 1"',i3 imasination did alxJorb muCl:: of tlle romance 0-:: Skelt.
Cllesterton puts it, speaking of Stevenson's reaction to the
r;rowL'1g pes simism of "his day:
Stevenson seemed to say to the semi-SUicides
drooping round hirl at the caf.e tables· drinking absinthe and discussing atheism: 'tHang it
all, the hero of a penny dreadful play was a
better man than you are 1 A Penny Plain and
Twopence Coloured was an art that you are all
professiag. Painting pasteboard fie;ures of
pirates and ad..'TIirals was hetter wo::'th doing
than all this, it was fun; it was fighting;
it was a life and a lark; and if I can't do
a::1y thin C else, dang me bl),t I will try to ::10
that again. tt 61

Stevenson, It A Penny Plain T'wopence Coloured, It 116.
Ibid., 115.
"O'hesterton, 73.
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CHAPTER IV
SHARP BRIGHT IMAGERY
Chestel'ton, we l"emember, maintained that th"3 toy theatre
exerted a profou!ld infl'..lence on Stevenson's imagery.

lIe says

that the images in Stevenson stand out; they are clear-cut,
bris~t, and colorful. 1

1:.11en Stevenson described anything there

was noth::'ng hazy or vague about it.

As Chesterton S&ys, ttEis

TIighland tales have everything Scotcb except Scotch mist ••••
T~ere is very little mist on the mountains of Stevenson. n 2

Chesterton states that Skeltery was responsible for this;
but he mal-ces little attempt to show how the toy tbeatre could
work such an influence.

However, it does become more apparent

after a study of the mechanics of the toy stage o
Recall, for a moment, the structure of the miniature stage,
with its oil-lamp footlights in front, lamps at the sides and
rear.

Simply because it was a "miniature" stage, it had to be

well lighted -- especially in the background -- or else the tiny
fisures \lIJould not show up.
T11G liGht in the background, then, was highly important.

1
2

Chesterton, 29-30.

~., 31.
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Stevenson, as the boy-producer of a play, he.d to work the lights

and Scenery in suc:l. a way that his figl:res would stand out.

It

was usually a matter of putting in a brightly colored drop-scene
-- perhaps a sunny winding road or a deep blue sea; and with the
proper adjustment of the lights at the wings and rear, the figures could be seen clearly.
I\ow the same tecbnigue is evident in so many of Stevenson's
descriptions.

Here and there a scene strikes the e:;T3 so force-

fully and clearly as to be unforgettable.

On closer 3cru.tiny

the images nearly always are detected standing out against sun1it or moonlit backgrounds, or against the blue sea and white
clo'llds.

But no natter what background S:tev8nson '...1.ses, he seldom, if
ever, sets hiD images in the utter blackness of night.

In Stev-

e~son'G night there is always a moon, a candle, or a lamp.
One good example of this, one that stands out in Chesterton's mind as a sort of symbol of the sharp outline of Stevenson's images, is the duel scene in

~ I,Taster of Ballantrae.

T

passage has already been quoted at length, so there is no need t
repea t i t here.

In this episodo ftthe descr5.ption insists nDt

OT:.

the darkr..es

~p----------------------""".'"
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of night but on the hardnes s of v/lnter. rr 3

The background of

the scene is heavy ,tIith whita frost glowiq; in the candlelight ..
Even after the duel, and tbe body of

t~e

YJ8.ster lies deserted l

the image is clearly outlined against the white frost and the
candlelisht:
ran after him Wenry Durl"isdeerJ , leaving
the candles on the frosty eronnd and the body
lying in their light under the trees. 4

I

.Alfred Noyes also !l1.entions the use of ligb.t :i.n tIle duel scene of
T!J.e
Another wonderf'1:1.1 use of cand.lelig'l:lt is in
The TTaster of Ballantrae, where the duel is
fought between the two bro"thers among the
frosted trees by the steac.y liGht of two
candles. You remember I"!hat use tee !.:lakes of
those tvlO poLlts of light to enhance the
deadl-:r sti 11nes8 of tbe scene; :1.0'.'1 the body
of the Master was left lying in their liGht
under the tree::::; and how la.ter on, Mr. T.~ac
kellar creeps back, guided by their distant
brightness, to :rim1 one of the candlesticks
overthrov:n, and that taper quenched; the
otlJ.er b".."..rn:in; oteadily, makin::::; all I'iit:l.:tn
it£. circle of lig~lt, by foreo of eor:.trr.i3t:
w:.th tLe surrounding darknesc, briS'l.ter
~-1-1
r:< '1-'
t.J.I _(.<..1....

..:'l 0 .... -:-.

l).. Ci. oJ •

5

the 2-:.eavy whitonoSB of snow ngainst the black background of
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nisht:
The air was raw and poirJted, but not fe.r
below freezi:1.Z; and th.e f1G.keG V,t;;:r~, large ..
damp, e.nd adhesive. The whole city VlaG sheeted
up. An arr.1Y m:I.G::-tt have marc1:1ec1 from eYld to
end and not a footfall g~ven a1ar!1. If there
-;73Y'3 t.ny belccted blrds L: 11e3.·'",e::'... tbey GaVi
t'-)O islEmd. 1iLe a large VJ~li te patch, ~.!lcl the
bridges like slim \,1nite spars, 011 the blac1::
ground of the 1'1 veI'. High up ovar'c;.oad the
snow settlec. al:1ong tll.e tracery of the cathedraJ. tower's. l.~any a nicl.,e waD drifted .::'ull;
r~aYly 8. 8 table v,;ore a long whi to bonnet on its
grotes qtte or saLyt:.ed hear} •••• T::e Ce111p.tel~Y of
St • .John Jlad taken its own share of tl:.e snow.
All the graves were decently covered; te.l1
whi te h01.:.setops stood around in grave arrH;)T.6
That same contl'ast giving

a s:tarp outline to

t~!.o

images i.:::

found in Treae1.ll:'e Island., when Jin B.nd hie mother 8earch the

dead pirate'fl trunl:: by candleliGht;7 in the moonlit death of

Pew, which Hawkins and his mother watched from the brush at the
side of the road; 8 I?nd again in the torchl:i_t funeral procession

in St. Ives. 9
s.tevenson 1.1.ses yet another device for achieving the hard
lines of his images when he sets his fig'"Llres against the blue
horizon of the sea.

:;)avid Balfour has sever2.l such puasages •

.At

r:':1A

6
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appeared and two or threo ships upon it, pretty as a drawing."l
At another time he looks out on the sea from a high bluff and
sees the brig Thistle:
••• we were able to creep unperceived to the
front of the sandhills, where they look down
immediately on the beach and sea •••• Then
they awoke on board the Thistle, and it
seemed they had'all in readiness, for there
was scarce a second's bustle on deck before
we saw a skiff put round ::.ler stern and begin
to pull lively for the coast. Almost at the
same moment of time" and perhaps 11alf a mile
away towards Gillane Ness, the fi3ure of a
man appeared for a blink upon a sandhill,
waving with his arms; and though he was gone
again in a flash, the gulls on that part
continued a little longer to fly wild. ll

In this passage t':le sea ser'ves as a perfect drop to bring out
the small figures seen in the dista:cce.

At another point in

the story David sees buile.ings sticking out against the sea:
There began to fall a greyness on the sea;
I i ttle dabs of pink and red, like co~d.s of

slow fire, cam3 in the east •••• The sea was

extremely little, but t~ere went a hollow plowter roun1 the base of it. With the growing
of the dawn I could see it clearer and clearer;
the strai{r-.:.t crags pa:i.nted with sea-birds'
droppings like a morning frost, the sloping top
of it G:ceen with grass, the clan of white geese
t~18t cried about the 31de s, and the black,
broken bUild:Lngs of the :0rison sitting on the
sea's edge. 12
The contrast here is good.

10
11
12

You have the green grass, white

R. L. Stevenson, David Balfour, Charles Scribner's Sons,
New York, 1911, 338.
Stevenson" 'David Balfour, 134.
Ibid., 144.
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geese, and black builcUngs -- all 01_1tlined against the gray sea
and pink red sky.
Other romances, too, have tbeir ;dctures fran.ed againnt th
sea, illvstrating rD.t,1-1er well t:l<"!. t

t~lOse

scenes were instinctive with Stevenson.

f.;:wrp, well-lighted
In Ebb-Tide the point

is seen:
The scho::m':;r Farallcne lay vrell out in
the jaws of the pas::::, whe-re the terrifi.cd
pilot :lao. made haste to br:i.ng her to her moorings and escape. Soen froT'1 the beach, throl"'..gh
the t:L1in line of shippinc~, tvlO objects stood
conspicuous to seaward, -- tlJe little isle,
on t;.-:.C one hand, with its palms, and the guns
and batteries raised forty years before in
defense of Queen Pomare's capit2..l; and outcast Farallone upon the other, banished to the
threshold of t~e port, rolliLg there to her
scuppers, and flaunting ti1e plague flag as S]').8
rolled. A fe'N seabirds screamed and cried
about t}'e s:C--,ip, s.nd within easy range a manof-v18.r guard-boat hung off and on, and glittered with the weapons of marines. T':1e exuberant daylight anc1 the blinding heaven of the
tropics picked out and fral"led the picture. 13
Stevenson paints another vi vid picture in Tb.e 'v'irecver, in which
the wreck is. sighted "penc:i.1lec. on heaven. If:
An endless wildness of ranging billows
ca::1e and \"le::1t ar~d dancetl in the ci.rcle of the
glas s; now and then a pale corner of sky, 'or
the strong line of the horizon rugged with
heads of waves; and then of a sudden ••• one
,zlimpse of what we had come so far and paid
so dear to see: the masts and rigGing of a

13

Stevenson, Ebb-T:ide, 262.
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brig ,encilled on heaven, with an ensign
streaming at the main, and the ragged ribbons
of a topsail thrashing from the yard. Again
and again, with a toilful searching, I recalled that apparition. There was no sign
of any land; the wreck stood between the sea
and sky, a thing the most isolated I had ever
viewed. 14
Sometimes Stevenson can give his images that hard line by a
mere phrase, as he does in Treasure Island when he describes the
sailor with the "mahogany face."15 Or he might use a simile as
in Ebb-Tide where he says:

ft • • •

images in the lagoon like things

carved of metal."16
Again, there are pictures in Stevenson's romances, less
notable for their sharpness, but remarkable for their brightness.

So many of his incidents, no matter how villainous or

bloody, take place in

t~o

full light of the day's sun.

Kid-

napped's fight in the roundhouse,17TreaSl.;:.re Island's storming of
the stocke..de, 18 -- each is

Co

pi cture brie;ht with sun.

\Ter's cruel murder of 10m is a clear, sunlit scene:
Just before him Tom lay motionless upon
the sward; but the murderer mi~lded him not a
whi t, cleans ing hie knife t~le ...-1hi1e upon a
wisp of' grass. Everything was unchanged, the
sun still shining mercilessly on the streaming marsh ancl the tall pinnacle of the moun-

14
15
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Stevenson, The Wrecker, 237.
Stevenson, Treasure Island, 61.
Stev-enson, Ebb-Tide, 373.
Steve~scr, Kidnapged, 76-84.
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tain" and I could scarce persuade myself that
mu.rder had been actually done, a Du;nan Ilfe
cruelly cut sJ.l.ort a monent since, before my
eyes. 19
The're are also

son~e

well-lif::;hted, colorful scenes in The

7{recker durinG the voyage of the ::.'ora:1 Crei.lla:
I love to recall t::-:.e L;lacl monotony of a
Paclfic voyage, when the t.rades are not
stinted, and the s::dp, day after clay, goes
free. The mountain sceneI'iJ of trp.de-vlind
clouds, watched (and in my case painted)
under every vicissitude of li~ht -- blotti:::lg
stars, withering in the moon's slory, barri~g
the scarlet eve, lying ·across the dawn, collapoed into t::lC unfeatured morning b9,r,~{, or
at noon raising thelr snowy summits b'3tween
t::-:te "01:'18 roof of heaven and the b1-:...:e floor of
sea •••• Day aftAr day the sun fl9,ned; ni.[;ht
after !light the n:oon beaconed ; or", the stars
"''''rad o...... u-- ;-'·he;r
l"~t,...o·"·'
re"······,1eY1t
~O
l/u'
v ....
~~
~,~
I,..'I.~
uL:,~ ~~ .,_
.;,..L.

I

I

~

I. '

....

1.11

I

III

A descri,tion like this, so cle8.r

ant role in a

~:,teve.nson

romance.

2.!lCl

colorft:.l" rlc.ya an i::nport-

Suc1:1 scenes vihen repeateo. set

1.1

II
I

Ii

'c.p an atmosp'1ere, which nay last tl;'I'ouGh

Go

iNho1e story, an atmos-

phere the exact opposit.e of gloomy and utterly devoid of brooding
darkness.
l~aturally eHOU&~,
brig~lt

color is an element t:lat enhances the

vi viCines3 of Stevenson' s

i~ages.

The solid colors of

Sl:e1tery have already been mentioned -- i::he crimson, blue, groen,
and blacl{ used in pai.ntil1g the m;_niature f'ig:_::res.

19

Ibid., 108.
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Stevenson, Jhe Wrecker, 220-221.
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these are the colors Stevenson uses most, especially red.

He

seems to employ red paint :tn his romances vT:t~h the same relish
he had for the crimson of Skelt.
crj.hin 3 the colors of Skeltory 1
the sound of :i. t 1

~lis

Remember

words when des-

1t:/11 th c1'ir.l130n lal<::e -_ hark to

Crimson lake 1"

The Stevenson romance, you :r.1iCht say, is peppered with red.
Paging through Stevenson, you find hero and there: "a sel"vant

las~

witb a red face";2l the "red haired Fox";22 a man in a "red

:n1ght cap,,;23 uhls face itself as red as a red ensign tl ;24 ttred
tt

in the face ;25 fta red bearded 3cot,,;26 ureddish hair";27 ItAtt_

·water smiled like a red Indlan,,;28 "red syru.pfl;29 "his face
crimson";30 "the great red fire".3l

David Balfour is itself a study in red.

t~e Tom is mentioned,
dt.:ced as a Itr~(l-hnl.~~Ad
~-'
v"
,,..;i..

21
22
t') '?

r:....;

21
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

....

.....

his ):-,=d.

~}air

~Jr..(mever Neil of

is also noted.

b1r
hea~ed
M~111t.32
_ C
_. ~ ,..... .A.
1. _0
,

-;1e Is intro-

later the "red '"lead of

Stevenson, Kidnapped,. 164.
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Stevenson, Treu3ure I~lQ~~, 158.

~., 196.
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Stevensor:.,The Wron:: ~, 78.
123.Stev!.31'2 on, Ebb-Tide, 394.
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Heil of the Tom lt is seen;33 a2:G,J.n Alan

51'8C1<:

sa:rs! "I like the

appearing o.f tl::..5.'1 :ced- 1l.0Rded 'Jell as Ii ttle aD yourDelf ft ;34 and
finally David refers to his ttfriend red-::':0aded Neil. tt35

.Along

with red-headed Neil, other spots o.f red appear on the
A .fevf instanc es are: "trd) face like

pag88 of David Balfm.::.r.

sc-8.rlet"j36 "red-mad about the Gregara!t;37 and Ita coat o.f fire."39
In the killing o.f the red-1:laired Thevenin in A Lodging for
t1:l.e Nit::;ht, stevenson appears to
color red, as thoue.;h he

'N8T'G

3. 1)010.;:;1z0

for his ll.se of the

gL}.ilty of an obsession.

:.1ontlgny,

after Murdering T'Levenin, whose "bald bead sL.one rostly :tn

P.

g3.r-

land. o.f red c1).rle ," 39 1. ooks dovm at him and says! H'N:'':1.Ht right has
a

>:1an

St8ven.son
l'1US t

1.i1fi th t~lese words

to Gave red hair when he is dead ?"40
.'3eeT'lS

to say, "I'm sorry, but I love red.

I Simply

work it in somehow. It
HarkL1c;back again to Skelt , it is i':1teresting to note the

preference for red in his .fiV1res.

In most of Wilsonfs illus-

trations it is evident not only in the costumes, but also on the
COLln+',)Yl3.J:1ces o.f the miniatu1 e Thespj.8.rlf'.
1
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Stevenson, even in his younger days, became used to giving a
slight dash of' red even to the faces of his heroes and hero:tnes
and villains.

Nor could he resist t~'1.e temptation vl'hen writing

his romances in later years.
For Chesterton, again, the "Pa:ir:tecl Rock" in St. Iiles is
still another symbol of Stevenson's style, a style that "was
always vivid with color. t,41

liThe landscapes of Skel t, tt he says,

"conSisted entirely of painted roc1cs."42 T'l.e "Painted. Rock" to
v:111ch he refers 1s really called "T:'l.e Painted I-lill. II

But rock

or hill it indeed ma!ces a striking image:
The old n&;}le of that rock on Which our
prison stood was (I have heard since) the
Painted 1l.ill. VV"ell, now it was all painted
a bright yellow wi tIl our costu:nes; and the
dress of the soldiers, who guarded us belng
of course the essential red rag, we made up
together
the eleMents of a lively Picture of
hell. 43
Yes, the bl'ight yellow and red of the "Painted :li11" is
symbolic -- it stands for all the splashes of color that appear
in quick flashes in Stevenson's works.

There is Alan Breck's

"Red waistcoat, breeches of black plush, blue coat with silver
bottons and handsome silver lace";44 the man "with green eyes";45
41
42

43
44

Chesterton, 144.
Ibid., 144.
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the Itgreencoated gentleman";46 the "yellow-eyed man";47 the ttunsodly buccaneer vdth the blue face tt ;48 Silver's green and yelloW'
parrot;49 ttinlrily blue sea"j50 Uthe long vermillion feather of
its tailrt;51 the man !tin kilts of blue"j52 and finally ttthe blue
trousers and brown socks" on the corpse. 53
Little details 1 But all are the

soli~,

durable colors of

Skelt, and how they brighten the pages of heart-throbbing romance 1
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CHAPTER V

A FINAL WORD
Illustrating

an influence is much like trying to prove

Peter is the living image of his father."

Both can be difficult.

For when you say, "Peter is a chip off the old block," there are
always a few who will look at you doubtfully.

They see

DO

re-

semblance, either because they know litt,le about father and son,
or because they simply had not thought of it before.
However, if you explain a bit, :!Jointing out

t~lat

Peter has

his father's hair-line, his hands, and his gait, you may get a
smile, but still be quite unimpressive.
enough.

So far you have not saie

Until you explain that Peter, like his father, has the

same hobby,

expr~sses

hi:nself in the same clipped phrases, is

orderly and business-like in everything he does -- and perhaps
the family enters the picture to nod agreement to your words -will the skeptical see the resemblR. t1ce and adJ!1it it.
To suy that Skelt and Stevenson are alike as father and son
puts no great strain on the simile.

.

The similarity between the

two ':las been amply illustrated; they have much in common.

Each

has the melodrRmatist's subject-matter, the pirates, the thrilling incidents, the combats; each the flair for color, the insis-
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tance on bright clear backgrauncs -- to mention only the more
important traits treated.

But it was anticipated that mere il-

lustrations would not be totally conclusive.

The approving nod

would be needed from intimates of both Skelt and Stevenson.
Chesterton, who knew them well, lends the weight of his approval
to the evidence at hand.
Nor is Chesterton the only man to detect the bold face of
Sl{elt on Stevenson's pages.
Cornford, Rice, and
ity on Stevenson.

There are others; men like Raleigh,

Swi~~erton, -- each one a recognized authorPinero and Noyes also are capable of giving

extremely valid criticism.
Yet in a way the critics are not needed to testify to
Skelt's influence, for Stevenson's own voice is loud enough to
hear, his own "'lords frank and unblushing.

Yli th relish he repeat::

them once again: "V1:'.l1.at am I? what are life, art, letters, the
world, but what my Skelt has made them?"

....
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